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Rural Total 
PC .. Paved 







P.C.. Paved 4,357 .. 800 
A.C .. Paved 9,486 .. 290 
Bit Treatment 450780 
Gravel 12.630 
Not Surfaced 0.000 
(A) Total 13,902 .. 500 
(A) includes 1,059.090 
kilometers of 
interstate completed 





Kilometers Of Public Roads In Iowa By Surface Type 
January 1, 1995 
Total Kilometers in State 
PC. Paved 21,240.030 
A.C.. Paved 37,560 .. 300 
Bit. Treatment 3,401 .. 360 
Gravel 111 ,587 .. 920 
Not Surfaced 8,040.100 
Total 181,829..710 
Prepared By 
~""' Iowa Department ""-~ of Transportation 
'-
Phone (515)239-1282 
State Parks & lnst. Roads Municipal Total 
13,142400 P.C.. Paved 92 .. 210 PC Paved 8,005420 
25,310.120 A.C .. Paved 422.060 A.C.. Paved 11,828 .. 120 
2,056 .. 950 - Bit Treatment 1..740 .---- Bit Treatment 1,342.670 -
109,352 .. 650 Gravel 179 .. 370 Gravel 2,055 .. 900 
7 903.280 Not Surfaced 28.870 Not Surfaced 107.950 
157,765.400 Total 724 .. 250 Total 23,340.060 
County Total City Total Primary Municipal 
PC. Paved 8,'784 .. 600 PC Paved 6,876.890 PC Paved 1,128.530 
A.C. Paved 15,823.830 A.C .. Paved 1 0,6'70 .. 21 0 A.C .. Paved 1,157.910 
Bit. Treatment 2,011.170 Bit Treatment 1,330 .. 960 Bit Treatment 11 .710 
Gravel 109,340.020 Gravel 2,055 .. 900 Gravel 0 .. 000 
Not Surfaced '7,9o3:28o Not Surfaced . 107.950 Not Surfaced 0.000 
Total 143,862 .. 900 Total 21 ,041..91 0 (B) Total 2,298.150 
(B) includes 198 .. 290 
State Total kilometers of interstate completed 
PC. Paved 21,240 .. 030 January 1 , 1995 and 
A.C. Paved 37,560 .. 300 254 .. 260 kilometers 
of non-mainline Bit. Treatment 3,401 .. 360 
ramps and Gravel 111,587.920 
Not Surfaced 8,040.100 connections. 
Total 181,829..710 
Primary Total 
PC .. Paved 5,486 .. 330 
A.C. Paved 1 0,644 .. 200 
Bit. Treatment 57.490 
Gravel 12 .. 630 
Not Surfaced 0.000 
Total 16,200.650 GPC 6/3 
20373 
0/95 
